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ABSTRACT: We used published information about foraging behaviour, terrestrial resting sites, bathymetry and seasonal ocean climate to develop hypotheses relating life-history traits and physical variables to the at-sea habitat of a wide-ranging marine predator, the Steller sea lion *Eumetopias jubatus*. We used these hypotheses to develop a series of habitat models predicting the probability of sea lions occurring within a 3 × 3 km² grid in the Gulf of Alaska and the Bering Sea. We compared these deductive model predictions with opportunistic at-sea observations of sea lions (presence-only data) using (1) a likelihood approach in a small area where effort was assumed to be uniformly distributed and (2) an adjusted skewness (Sk_ajd) test that evaluated the distribution of the predicted values associated with true presence observations. We found that the Sk_ajd statistic was comparable to the likelihood test when using pseudo-absence data, but it was more powerful for assessing the relative performance of the different predictive spatial models across the entire study area. The habitat maps we produced for adult female sea lions using the deductive modelling approach captured a higher proportion of presence observations than the current habitat model (critical habitat) used by fisheries managers since 1993 to manage Steller sea lions. Such improved predictions of habitat are necessary to effectively design, implement and evaluate fishery mitigation measures. The deductive approach we propose is suitable for modelling the habitat use of other age and sex classes, and for integrating these age/sex-class-specific models into a revised definition of critical habitat for Steller sea lions. The skewness test provides a means of comparing the relative performance of such models, using presence-only data. The approach can be readily applied to other central-place foragers.
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These studies have been effective primarily because the extent of the telemetry data matched the foraging range of the species under investigation. However, telemetry data on Steller sea lions have been collected at only a few sites and for a relatively small number of juveniles and adult females, and provides an incomplete picture of seasonal changes in distribution because tag deployment and duration of attachment is influenced by the timing of moult (Raum-Suryan et al. 2004, Pitcher et al. 2005). Given the evidence of site and season-specific foraging (Loughlin et al. 1998, Raum-Suryan et al. 2002, Gende & Sigler 2006), ecological signals relevant to identifying sea lion habitat may be obscured if telemetry data are combined from different sites or generalized from a single season. Consequently, combined telemetry data may not be suited to developing seasonal, range-wide habitat models for such a wide-ranging species.

In the absence of census data with broad temporal and spatial distributions, there is little practical use in seeking correlations to establish species-habitat relationships (e.g. Guisan & Zimmerman 2000). Additionally, correlative analyses generally do not identify the ecological mechanisms that underlie the correlations and are essential to understanding the ecology of the species (i.e. how the correlates influence species distributions). Simply extrapolating correlations to infer spatial and temporal habitat use may be problematic if the mechanisms are not understood, particularly under changing environmental conditions (Guisan & Zimmerman 2000).

An alternative to the correlative approach is to use deduction — a logical method to identify specific consequences stemming from a known set of facts. This approach, termed environmental envelope modelling, is the simplest way to represent large-scale relationships between animal distributions and physical descriptions of habitat (Redfern et al. 2006). Kaschner et al. (2006) successfully used this approach to identify the global ranges of 115 species of pinnipeds and cetaceans. We built upon this general approach by focusing on a single species (Steller sea lions), at a higher spatial resolution, and over smaller spatial extents than previously considered.

Our study had 3 main goals. We first wanted to demonstrate how deductive models can be developed in the absence of biological sampling data. Using published information on diet, species life history, regional oceanography, and past and present terrestrial distributions, we applied an increasingly complex set of hypotheses to identify sea lion habitat based on general ecological principles. This approach allows relevant available information to be included in the habitat definition, provided a suitable *a priori* hypothesis (i.e. ecological mechanism) can be formulated. Our second goal was to evaluate the performance of the resulting habitat models with opportunistic observations of sea lions at sea (presence-only data) across the entire species’ range. We did so by developing a diagnostic tool that evaluates model performance based on the skewness (a measure of asymmetry) of the model predictions associated with the presence observations. Finally, we compared our model predictions to the currently designated critical habitat and showed that our deductive models captured a larger proportion of at-sea sea lion observations. This demonstrates that a more defensible model of critical habitat can be developed than the one currently in use for Steller sea lions in Alaska.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Our study area extended from southeast Alaska to the end of the Aleutian Island chain (Fig. 1) between 50 and 65° N latitude and 130° W and 170° E longitude.
We overlaid this region with a $3 \times 3 \text{ km}^2$ grid, which reflected the limit of the bathymetric resolution. Given that Steller sea lions engage in foraging trips of 10s to 100s of km, we felt that this resolution was reasonable for examining the relative habitat suitability across the range of the species. We selected the major terrestrial sites used by Steller sea lions—defined as sites where the annual count exceeded 75 animals in winter or 200 animals in summer, at least once since 1979 (Kruse et al. 2001)—using the database of Steller sea lion counts maintained by the United States National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS; NMML 2006a,b). These terrestrial sites served as the central places from which we assumed Steller sea lions foraged. Positional data on these sites were obtained from the National Marine Mammal Laboratory, NMFS (NMML unpubl. data). The locations of these sites and the platform of opportunity (POP) presence-only sea lion sightings (used for model validation) were obtained as latitude–longitude coordinates. We projected these data onto an equal-area map representation using the Alaska Albers Conic projection (Fig. 1).

We standardized the display of our predicted habitat suitability across all of our models. We shaded each grid cell in the study area from black (lowest probability), through blue to green (intermediate probability), and finally yellow to red (highest probability). Land and areas of zero probability were shown in white.

**Model hypotheses.** We divided our model-building hypotheses into the 2 independent concepts of accessibility and suitability of the marine environment for foraging Steller sea lions (Table 1). Our accessibility hypotheses were based on published age- and sex-specific constraints, while our suitability hypotheses described how different marine regions compared according to their foraging suitability. With the exception of the habitat suitability components, we did not compare the predictive performance of the various hypotheses (Table 1) because the deductive approach assumes the resulting predictions are the consequences (i.e. deductions) of what is believed to be true. Thus, while the relative performance of different species-habitat hypotheses can be assessed as part of this approach, our intent was to define a number of acceptable hypotheses a priori, based on the ecology of the species.

We modeled our predicted probabilities ($Pr_j$) as a continuous variable on the range $[0, 1]$ for each location $j$. The probabilities were calculated as the joint probability (i.e. product) of accessibility and suitability, after standardizing each onto the range $[0, 1]$. In cases where suitability was a function of several variables (e.g. $S_1$, $S_2$, ..., $S_N$), the variables were standardized and then averaged as follows:

$$Pr_j = \text{Accessibility}_j \times \frac{1}{N}(S_{1,j} + S_{2,j} + ... + S_{N,j})$$

This definition ensured that an area was both accessible and suitable in order to represent habitat for the species, a necessary condition before any conclusions about habitat preferences can be drawn (Matthiopoulos et al. 2004). Suitability also served to differentiate between regions of equal accessibility.

**Accessibility: As central-place foragers, Steller sea lions regularly rest on land between foraging trips (Merrick & Loughlin 1997, Brandon 2000, Trites & Porter 2002, Milette & Trites 2003). We therefore began with the hypothesis that the at-sea distribution of Steller sea lions is related to the accessibility of the marine environment from the central place (Hypothesis 1; Table 1). We calculated the at-sea distance from each major terrestrial site to each $3 \times 3 \text{ km}^2$ cell in the study area using a cost–distance function (Eastman 2001), while accounting for land barriers. We used the positive half of a normal curve (Fig. 2a) to relate the probability of sea lion occurrence to marine accessibility. We chose this representation because foraging animals are constantly moving, implying no additional energetic cost to foraging some distance away from the site rather than directly adjacent to it. This effectively means that, within a certain range of the central place, there is little difference in accessibility, though accessibility drops rapidly beyond this range (Hypothesis 2; Table 1).

Telemetry studies have demonstrated a significant seasonal difference in the distances travelled by adult females during the breeding (summer) and non-breeding (winter) seasons (Merrick & Loughlin 1997), indicating the need for a seasonal accessibility model at least for adult females (Hypothesis 3; Table 1). We calibrated the accessibility curves for adult females (Fig. 2a) by making the standard deviations equal to the reported mean seasonal distance travelled (summer mean = 10 km, winter mean = 133 km; Merrick & Loughlin 1997). We defined the summer breeding season as May to August and the non-breeding season as September to April, a time when all animals of both sexes tend to be distributed across a wider range (Loughlin et al. 1987, Merrick & Loughlin 1997, Trites & Porter 2002). We focused our analysis on adult females during the winter because their summer distribution was too constrained to support further analysis at the spatial resolution of our study.

**Suitability: We investigated several definitions of habitat suitability based on the assumption that the distribution of foraging adult female sea lions is in some way related to population counts and the physical environment. We first hypothesized that animal abundance could serve as a proxy for habitat suit-
ability and developed a population-based suitability model, based on the assumption that terrestrial sites with larger populations are surrounded by more, higher quality habitat than sites with fewer animals (Hypothesis 4; Table 1). Given their high degree of natal site fidelity (Raum-Suryan et al. 2002) and telemetry data showing central-place foraging (Merrick & Loughlin 1997, Loughlin et al. 1998), it is reasonable to hypothesize that the population at a site is proportional to the at-sea food resources available, assuming most foraging occurs from the central place (rather than during movement between sites).

We implemented this central-place foraging hypothesis by weighting the different terrestrial sites according to their proportion of the total population. We averaged the non-zero adult counts from the entire record (NMML 2006a) at each site during the winter and summed these to get a total non-breeding season count for the entire range. We then summed the weighted suitability surfaces for all sites to generate the final, population-based suitability prediction. While this approach distinguished the relative site suitability, it did not distinguish between areas at the same distance from a particular site.

Table 1. *Eumetopias jubatus*. Hypotheses used to develop the predictive habitat models. Accessibility hypotheses form the basis of the model and the rationale for seasonal and age-based components. Suitability assumptions are additive and serve to distinguish between equally accessible regions. Accessibility and suitability are considered independent. SSL: Steller sea lion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Ecological basis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Habitat accessibility</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. SSL at-sea distributions are related to the accessibility of the marine environment from the central place.</td>
<td>• SSL are not randomly distributed in the ocean.  &lt;br&gt;• Steller sea lions regularly rest on land between foraging trips (Merrick &amp; Loughlin 1997, Brandon 2000, Trites &amp; Porter 2002, Milette &amp; Trites 2003).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Marine areas within a certain radius of a site are similarly accessible.</td>
<td>• Foraging implies constant movement. This implies no additional cost to foraging some distance away from the site compared to directly adjacent to it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. φ SSL display a significantly different distribution during the breeding and non-breeding seasons. This requires a seasonal model, at least for adult females.</td>
<td>• Most φ SSL are constrained to rookeries during breeding.  &lt;br&gt;• Significant seasonal differences in the distance travelled by adult females during the breeding and non-breeding seasons (Merrick &amp; Loughlin 1997).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Habitat suitability</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Average, long-term counts of SSLs provide a measure of the relative suitability of the marine environment around the site. Occupancy of a terrestrial site is proportional to the available at-sea resources.</td>
<td>• Most adult φ SSLs return to natal rookeries (Raum-Suryan et al. 2002).  &lt;br&gt;• Foraging behaviour is site specific (Loughlin et al. 1998).  &lt;br&gt;• Steller sea lions regularly rest on land between foraging trips (Merrick &amp; Loughlin 1997, Brandon 2000, Trites &amp; Porter 2002, Milette &amp; Trites 2003).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. At-sea SSL habitat can be related to physical oceanography. Marine habitat is related to prey availability and abundance. Fish distributions can be generalized using a few simple relationships.</td>
<td>• Diet diversity (Sinclair &amp; Zeppelin 2002, Trites et al. 2007) suggests sea lions likely forage on what is most catchable in the vicinity of a terrestrial site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a. Sea lion foraging opportunities are maximized near the 200 m contour.</td>
<td>• Maximum densities of both benthic and pelagic fish are consistently reported around the 200 m contour (NOAA 1990, Wolotira et al. 1993).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b. Bottom slope is a reasonable index of habitat suitability for SSL prey.</td>
<td>• High slope areas (e.g. the shelf break, canyons, sea mounts) are often associated with high marine productivity primarily because of their interaction with water flow (Bakun 1996).&lt;br&gt;• Adults of many benthic species are concentrated near steep areas around submarine canyons and on the continental slope (NOAA 1990, Wolotira et al. 1993).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5c. Variability in sea surface height is a reasonable index of SSL prey abundance.</td>
<td>• Oceanographic frontal activity is positively correlated with features that concentrate prey (i.e. zooplankton) for SSL prey species.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To capture some of the environmental heterogeneity, we developed suitability models using physical oceanographic variables. While Merrick & Loughlin (1997) concluded that female foraging is only constrained by reproductive status and changes in prey availability, Loughlin et al. (1998) showed that individuals from different sites exhibited significantly different foraging patterns within the same season, presumably because habitat characteristics differed between sites. We hypothesized that these habitat characteristics could be distinguished using physical oceanographic data (Hypothesis 5; Table 1).

At-sea habitat suitability for Steller sea lions can be assumed to be largely determined by prey abundance and accessibility. Given the diversity of their diet (Sinclair & Zeppelin 2002, Trites et al. 2007), sea lions likely forage on what is most catchable (within their list of preferred prey species) in the vicinity of a terrestrial site. We therefore chose 2 variables that appear to have some ecological significance for the distribution of prey sought by sea lions — slope and the 200 m contour.

Considerable evidence points to the ecological importance of the 200 m contour. The depth distribution of demersal fishes in the Aleutians ranges from 100 to 400 m (Logerwell et al. 2005), and maximum densities of both benthic and pelagic fish are consistently reported around 200 m depth (NOAA 1990, Wolotira et al. 1993). Essential fish habitat descriptions for many species associate them with the shelf edge (NMFS 2005), also characterized by about 200 m depth. Since 200 m is well within the diving range of Steller sea lions and fish often move towards the surface at night to feed, the potentially high number of pelagic and benthic fish species in waters associated with this depth could provide higher than average encounter rates and prey diversity (Hypothesis 5a; Table 1). We therefore defined sea lion habitat suitability using a trapezoidal distribution with the highest suitability (1.0) between 150 and 250 m. Habitat suitability was hypothesized to decrease outside this range to 0 at 2500 m depth and to 0.5 at 5 m depth (Fig. 2b), to recognize that foraging opportunities exist both further from shore and in shallower waters.

High slope areas (e.g. the shelf break, canyons, sea mounts) are often associated with high marine productivity, primarily because of their interaction with water flow (Bakun 1996). Schooling pelagic species often tend to shoal at the continental shelf edge, or in other regions of steep slope (e.g. walleye pollock; Smith 1981), while the adults of many benthic species are concentrated near steep areas around submarine canyons and on the continental slope (NOAA 1990, Wolotira et al. 1993). We therefore assumed that sea lion habitat suitability increased linearly with increasing slope (Hypothesis 5b; Table 1, Fig. 2c).

We also wanted to include some measure of habitat suitability related to environmental variability, in addition to the invariant measures related to bathymetry (depth and slope). Fronts have been significantly correlated with at-sea locations of pinnipeds (e.g. Guinet et al. 2001, Lea & Dubroca 2003). We thus hypothesized that areas of consistent frontal activity, as measured by high variability in sea surface height (SSHv), could provide increased foraging opportunities for sea lions by attracting fish to these productive oceanographic features (Hypotheses 5c; Table 1). We represented sea lion habitat suitability as linearly increasing with SSHv (Fig. 2d).

We developed maps of depth and slope using the Smith & Sandwell (1997) global bathymetric coverage, which has an approximate spatial resolution of 2 min. We calculated the average depth and slope (steepness) for each 9 km² grid cell using IDRISI software (Eastman 2001). Slope was calculated in degrees (range = 0 to 90) for each cell according to the elevation difference between its neighbours. SSHv was calculated using images of weekly sea level anomalies from 1993 to 2003, obtained at a resolution of 1/3° × 1/3° from an

---

**Fig. 2. Eumetopias jubatus.** Likelihood curves used to translate physical variables to habitat suitability (Pr) for Steller sea lions. (a) Distance from terrestrial sites formed the basis of the accessibility model and was represented as the positive half of a normal curve, where the standard deviation (SD) was set to the mean distance travelled during the breeding (summer = 17 km) and non-breeding (winter = 133 km) seasons (Merrick & Loughlin 1997). (b) Water depth shows the influence of bathymetry, assuming optimum foraging occurs at depths between 150 and 250 m. Habitat suitability was hypothesized to increase (c) linearly with slope and (d) sea surface height variability (SSHv). Depth, slope and SSHv were components of the habitat suitability models.
online server (AVISO 2005). After projecting the weekly data onto 20 × 20 km² grids, we calculated the variability in sea surface height as the variance across all weeks of the winter season in all years using ArcGIS (ESRI 2005). We re-sampled the result onto our 9 km² study grid.

**Model development.** We began by building a model of winter accessibility (WA). Combining this accessibility model with the count data created a simple, population-based habitat suitability (PS) model. We then examined how well each habitat suitability variable (depth, slope and SSHv) predicted the POP observations when combined with WA. Finally, we created 2 habitat suitability (HS) models using: (1) the combination of the 2 habitat suitability variables with the most negative skewness scores (HS1: depth and SSHv), and (2) the combination of all 3 habitat suitability variables (HS2: depth, SSHv and slope). This resulted in 4 different habitat descriptions (WA, PS, HS1 and HS2) that we compared to each other and to the critical habitat (CH) model currently used for management.

**Model performance.** The best way to validate predictions of habitat is to compare them with observations of presence and absence from animal distributions surveys. However, the only range-wide distributional data for Steller sea lions are the POP data maintained by the NMFS (S. Mizroch pers. comm.). Although the POP sightings provide an unequivocal indication of species presence, no information on observational effort means that the data cannot be considered to be an unbiased, representative sample of the species' true distribution. This means that neither presence-only modelling methods (e.g. Hirzel et al. 2002), nor the commonly used measures of model performance such as Kappa statistics or receiver-operator characteristics plots (e.g. Fielding & Bell 1997) are appropriate for these data. We propose that a skewness test is a more appropriate means of comparing the POP data with the model results.

Skewness is the third standardized moment about the mean, and is a measure of the symmetry of a distribution (Zar 1996). The more negatively skewed a distribution is (long left-hand tail), the higher proportion of positive values it will have. Better performing predictive models should show an increased overlap between high predictions and true presence values, resulting in increasingly negative skewness. The approach thus uses the POP data for validation, rather than for the development of a correlative model—arguably a more suitable use for opportunistically collected data.

We evaluated the skewness test by comparing how it ranked the different models, compared to a simple likelihood approach using the sum of squares. This more conventional model performance statistic requires both presence and absence data. Without true absence data, a common approach is to define pseudo-absence values by assuming equal effort across all or a portion of the study area (e.g. Gregr & Trites 2001). Since the majority of the POP data were collected from fishing vessels, we defined such a spatial subset using the kernel density (Beyer 2004) of the observed trawl fishing effort from the NMFS fisheries observer database (Fig. 3). We selected enough of the highest density region (33% by volume of the kernel density) such that the range of predicted values in the selected space spanned from 0 to 1. This defined the spatial subset with assumed equal effort we used to compare the 2 model performance measures (sum of squares and skewness).

We used a corrected sum of squares statistic proposed by Hilborn & Mangel (1997) to rank the models according to how their predictions differed least from the observed number of presence and pseudo-absence cells:

![Fig. 3. Eumetopias jubatus. Spatial subset (red) representing the 33 % volume contour of the density kernel of all observed trawl effort (from the NMFS observer database) between 1976 and 2005](image.png)
where $SS_m$ is the sum of squares statistic for model $m$, presence is the set of $N_p$ POP-associated predictions, absence is the number of empty cells remaining in the spatial subset (the pseudo-absences), $N$ is the sample size, and $p_m$ is the number of parameters in model $m$.

Our skewness statistic ($Sk_{adj}$) is based on the predicted probabilities associated with the POP sightings. Models generating a more negatively skewed distribution of POP-associated probabilities were deemed to perform better than those with a more positive skewness. However, the predicted values associated with POP sightings are a function of both the spatial distribution of the predictions (the desired performance measure) and their relative abundance over the entire model space. We corrected for the bias due to the abundance of the different predictions by multiplying the POP-associated predictions by the ratio of total probabilities across the entire model space to the number in each distribution class.

We defined our performance statistic, adjusted skewness ($Sk_{adj}$), as the skewness of this weighted distribution:

$$C_{pres,i} = C_{pres,i} \times \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{100} C_{total,i}}{C_{total,i}}$$

where $C_{pres,i}$ is the weighted count of true presences for each distribution class $i$ ($i = 1, \ldots, 100$), $C_{pres,i}$ is the unweighted count, and $C_{total,i}$ is the total number of grid cells in each class. We assessed all distributions using 100 classes.

We calculated $Sk_{adj}$ for the POP observations in both the spatial subset (Fig. 3) and the range-wide study area (Fig. 1). We compared the performance of $Sk_{adj}$ with the likelihood statistic $SS_m$ for the spatial subset only.

Finally, we examined whether our predictive models performed better than the currently designated CH. To partition our modelled probabilities into binary presence/absence models (because the designated CH model is presence/absence), we selected the highest probability grid cells from each model such that the resulting binary models contained the same amount of habitat (in terms of number of grid cells) as the CH model. The designated CH model contained a total of 38,710 grid cells of ocean habitat (approximately 350,000 km$^2$). We examined what proportion of the POP data fell within our modelled CH, and compared proportions with the designated CH using a chi-squared test for differences in proportion.

RESULTS

Model development

The suitability predictions of the individual habitat variables depth, slope and SSH$_v$ showed obvious differences in how they distributed habitat suitability in space (Fig. 4) and across the POP observations (Fig. 5). The SSH$_v$ habitat variable ranked best (most negative) with $Sk_{adj} = -0.66$, followed by depth with $Sk_{adj} = -0.62$. Slope performed the worst with $Sk_{adj} = 0.12$.

Depth suitability included a significant portion of the southeast Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska shelf, while slope suitability was predominantly along the shelf edge and the Aleutian Islands, where there is considerable topographic variability. SSH$_v$ showed an interesting pattern of suitability patches both near shore (particularly in the Gulf of Alaska) and away from shore along the Aleutian Islands. Depth-based predictions of suitability were the most spatially concentrated and had a large proportion of high probabilities, while SSH$_v$ suitability had fewer high-probability areas, but showed more broadly distributed moderate probabilities.

We identified 222 major terrestrial sites for Steller sea lions in the NMFS count database. These formed the basis of the accessibility component of our models (Fig. 1; 52 rookery sites and 170 haulout sites). Predictions of the WA model (Fig. 6a) reflect the 2 basic assumptions about central-place foraging and the mean winter distance travelled from shore. The predictions from the PS model for adult females in winter (Fig. 6b) showed how including long-term average counts resulted in 2 concentrations of high predicted suitability, one in the Aleutian Islands and the other at the western end of the Alaskan Peninsula.

We formulated the HS models according to the $Sk_{adj}$ scores of the habitat variables. We defined HS1 to include the 2 habitat variables with the best $Sk_{adj}$ scores (depth and SSH$_v$), and added the final variable (slope) to make HS2. HS1 (Fig. 6c) showed moderate-to-high-suitability habitat at locations on the Gulf of Alaska shelf, on the southeast Bering Sea shelf north of Unimak Pass and in the eastern Aleutian Islands. In contrast, the HS2 model (Fig. 6d) assigned these 3 regions only average suitability, assigned moderate suitability to areas further from shore (particularly in the Gulf of Alaska), and showed increased suitability in the western Aleutian Islands.

Model performance

The spatial subset (Fig. 3) consisted of 301 presence cells and 1707 pseudo-absences. It included a large area on the southeast Bering Sea shelf north of Unimak
Fig. 4. *Eumetopias jubatus*. Habitat suitability predictions for adult female Steller sea lions during winter (non-breeding season), based on the individual habitat variables considered (a) depth, (b) slope and (c) sea surface height variability, each combined with winter accessibility. Model predictions of 0.0 are shown as white areas to clearly delimit the spatial extent of non-zero values.

Fig. 5. *Eumetopias jubatus*. Adjusted distribution of POP-associated predictions for the 3 habitat model variables in the complete, range-wide study area. Adjusted skew (Sk_{adj}) is shown.
Pass, and several small, on-shelf areas scattered throughout the study area. The sum of squares likelihood scores ($SS_m$) ranked the 4 models in order of increasing complexity, with HS2 achieving the lowest $SS_m$ followed by HS1, PS and, finally, WA, with the highest $SS_m$ (Table 2). The $Sk_{adj}$ scores for the range-wide extents ranked the models in the same order, while the $Sk_{adj}$ scores for the spatial subset showed the PS and HS2 models performing similarly, with the rank of the other 2 models unchanged. The distributions of model predictions across the study area (Fig. 7b) and of the weighted POP-associated predictions (Fig. 7c) show how the weighting affects the skewness. Model performance ($Sk_{adj}$) is calculated from the weighted predictions.

Our assessment of how the 4 models performed against the currently designated CH required each of the 4 models to have a different threshold to capture the same area as contained in the currently designated CH. The HS1 model had the highest threshold (0.338),

Fig. 6. *Eumetopias jubatus*. Habitat model predictions in order of increasing complexity for adult females during winter (non-breeding season): (a) accessibility, (b) population-based suitability, (c) habitat suitability 1 (depth and sea surface height variability) and (d) habitat suitability 2 (depth, sea surface height variability and slope). Model predictions of 0.0 are shown as white area to clearly delimit the spatial extent of non-zero values.
The proportion test showed significant differences for all pair-wise comparisons (p < 0.0001), except between the WA and PS models. Both HS models captured significantly more of the POP observations (HS1 = 43.7%; HS2 = 39.7%) than the designated CH model (36.1%), while the WA and PS models captured less (Fig. 8). Comparing the habitat contained within the CH and the HS1 models illustrates the relative differences between the 2 models and their relationship to the POP data (Fig. 9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>No. of parameters</th>
<th>Local SS</th>
<th>Local Skadj</th>
<th>Range-wide SS</th>
<th>Range-wide Skadj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winter accessibility</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>-0.230</td>
<td>-0.476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population-based suitability</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>-1.063</td>
<td>-0.558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitat suitability 1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>-0.257</td>
<td>-0.786</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitat suitability 2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>-0.923</td>
<td>-0.885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

Many studies have described pinniped foraging behaviour (e.g. Merrick & Loughlin 1997, McConnell et al. 1999, Bradshaw et al. 2004, Chivers et al. 2005), but few have used the information gleaned from such studies to develop spatial predictions of pinniped distributions (e.g. Sjöberg & Ball 2000, Matthiopoulos et al. 2004, Southwell et al. 2005), and only Kaschner et al. (2006) provided a general, range-wide prediction for Steller sea lions. The quantitative approach we took to describe fine-scale, at-sea distributions of Steller sea lions across their Alaskan range has not been previously attempted. Such range-wide habitat predictions are necessary to effectively design, implement and evaluate any measures intended to protect Steller sea lion populations.

The deductive approach to identifying Steller sea lion habitat we present demonstrates that species–habitat relationships can be defined for wide-ranging marine predators when data quality prevents the use of more common correlative approaches. Our models were derived from hypotheses about species behaviour and the behaviour of their prey (Table 1), and...
Gregr & Trites: Presence-only validation of Steller sea lion critical habitat resulted in fairly complex spatial predictions despite the relative simplicity of the core assumptions. This shows how simple hypotheses can lead to complex predictions, due to the spatial variability of the independent variables. Visualizing the spatial implications of habitat-use hypotheses has intrinsic value because it facilitates our understanding of how Steller sea lions may be related to their habitat.

**Model development**

The hypotheses we proposed to relate physical variables to the distribution of Steller sea lions were individually assessed and compared with opportunistic observations. Individually evaluating the habitat suitability hypotheses allowed the HS models to be developed iteratively, increasing complexity with the addition of each variable only if there was a significant increase in model performance. This is analogous to the recommended approach for models developed using correlative methods (Austin 2002).

Tests of model performance should reflect on the veracity of the underlying hypotheses. In this regard, the distribution of POP-associated depth suitabilities showed that sea lions were sighted with increasing frequency as the 150 to 200 m depths were approached (Fig. 5). This supported our hypothesis that this depth range is important to sea lions (although this could also reflect the distribution of vessels from which the observations were made). However, the available evidence does not appear to support our slope hypothesis. The weighted distribution (C*) appeared relatively uniform (Fig. 5), with the positive Skadj suggesting the POP observations were more frequent in areas of lower slope (contrary to our hypothesis). Thus, sea lion habitat appears to be unrelated to slope at the scale of our study (3 × 3 km²). Similarly, bathymetric gradient was not significantly related to elephant seal distributions at a scale of 300 × 300 km² (Bradshaw et al. 2004). However, at higher resolutions, bottom topography has been shown to be significant for other marine species (e.g. Hui 1985, Southwell et al. 2005, Gregr et al. 2008). Therefore, the importance of slope may be positively correlated with increased spatial resolution. Thus, while our analysis was apparently too coarse to capture the habitat features implied by the slope hypothesis, we would expect slope to increase in significance at higher resolutions.

The POP observations associated with the hypothesized SSHv suitability showed a strong increase above a predicted probability of about 0.4, leading to a high peak around 0.9. Fig. 6c shows that the relatively few areas with a SSHv probability >0.50 correspond with areas of high predicted depth suitability. The combined result (Fig. 6c) suggests that suitable depths may be distinguished in their habitat suitability according to the amount of local frontal activity. Thus, there appears to be some merit to our hypotheses about the significance of these physical features.

**Presence-only data and model validation**

We are aware of only 2 other approaches describing the use of presence-only data to evaluate model performance. Pearce & Boyce (2006) described a cross-validation approach that can be applied to abundance data. In our case, as with most marine mammal studies, cross-validation was unfeasible because at-sea abundance data are rarely available. Ottaviani et al. (2004) evaluated categorised model predictions by how well they overlapped with polygons of species presence. However, combining the POP observations into presence regions would have removed too much of the spatial variability that is likely important to sea lion...
distributions. We therefore felt that a means of evaluating real-valued predictions with observations of presence was warranted.

We showed how Skadj can be used with presence-only data to evaluate the relative importance of different hypotheses and the performance of different models. Our assessment of Skadj (by comparing it to a likelihood approach) shows that the 2 statistics perform similarly when true absence data are not available. The emergence of the PS model under the likelihood statistic for the spatial subset can be understood by looking at Fig. 6b and noting that the highest predicted probability by the PS model co-occurs with the spatial subset north of Unimak Pass. While this raises interesting questions about scaling and study area extents, it does not significantly detract from the performance of Skadj.

As a measure of model performance, Skadj does not provide the same level of validation afforded by approaches based on the reproducibility of field observations (e.g. Fielding & Bell 1997, Guisan & Zimmerman 2000, Segurado & Araújo 2004). However, not all modelling efforts (and none at the spatial extents of our study) support this level of validation. Instead, validation criteria should be model specific, and should depend on the model’s purpose and a set of performance criteria (Rykiel & Edward 1996). Our goal was to demonstrate that a deductive model could be built with some quantitative rigor in the absence of range-wide survey data. Our performance criteria were quite simple—assign higher probabilities to locations where observations were made. Skewness provides both a quantitative (Skadj) and visual interpretation (Fig. 7) of how well the predictive models achieve this.

**Steller sea lion critical habitat**

The original conceptual model of Steller sea lion habitat was likely the best possible representation of CH when it was designated in 1993, and was sufficient to develop initial precautionary protection measures. However, the intervening years have yielded a wealth of knowledge that can be used to develop a more quantitative and defensible definition of CH. This is particularly timely in light of the emerging need to evaluate the effectiveness of existing and alternative protective measures (NOAA 2006), as even apparently modest differences are likely to be controversial, with significant economic consequences for the various stakeholders.
Our deductive habitat models have greater credibility and conceptual validity over the currently designated CH model because they quantitatively incorporate hypotheses about sea lion foraging, as well as information about the potential processes that are responsible for suitable habitat. Regardless of the shortcomings of our ecological hypotheses, they result in a better description of at-sea sea lion sightings than the current CH designation. As currently designated, CH represents an outdated conceptual model about how sea lions are distributed at sea and should be revised to incorporate what is now known about the species.

Converting a continuous prediction to a binary representation is necessary for boundary representation. This requires the application of a threshold value. While the size of the currently designated CH provided a reasonable threshold for our comparison, the selection of a threshold that represents an appropriate CH size is far from obvious, and is one reason why receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plots and area-under-curve (AUC) measures are attractive as validation methods (Fielding & Bell 1997). The rank reversal of the HS1 and HS2 models relative to their Skadj scores in the proportions test likely occurred because the thresholds applied did not capture the optimum spatial extents that would have maximized the proportion of POP observations within the predicted habitat. The Skadj statistic, therefore, appears to integrate information across all thresholds, and may support the selection of the optimal threshold value in a manner similar to AUC and ROC plots.

The deductive approach we propose to identify the habitat used by sea lions provides an improved ecologically based definition of CH for a wide-ranging marine species when survey data are limited. As a presence-only approach, it defines potential rather than realized or occupied habitat and results in Type II errors (describing non-habitat as habitat), which is more precautionary than omitting existing habitat (a Type I error) (Fielding & Bell 1997). A similar line of argument can be made regarding the Skadj statistic. Since it uses presence-only data, it will be an inherently more conservative test (i.e. will rank models that predict presence better than models that predict absence) than presence-absence tests, particularly when absence data may be unreliable.

A comprehensive, habitat-based definition of Steller sea lion CH will require developing hypotheses for other relevant age and sex classes (e.g. distance to shore for juvenile animals, Fadely et al. 2005; or the removal of accessibility constraints for adult males during the winter). We have explored several such alternatives, but the lack of age or sex information in the POP data limits the extent to which age- and sex-specific models can be validated. Additional assumptions will, therefore, be required to partition the POP data into putative distributions of age and sex classes so that appropriate tests can be conducted (e.g. a distance-from-shore buffer could be used to represent the extent of breeding female movement in summer).

Habitat models with higher resolutions and smaller spatial extents will likely be required to address more local movements of sea lions. For example, the reduced spatial distribution of mature females in summer with respect to their central places (rookeries) suggests that habitat choices made during the breeding season occur at a finer scale compared to other times of the year. This is also likely to be true for juvenile sea lions, since their movements appear to be similarly restricted, particularly prior to weaning in late spring and early summer (Raum-Suryan et al. 2004). Local-scale models could potentially be evaluated with the skewness test using telemetry data. Additionally, the deductive approach could be compared to more traditional model-building methods, since absence data (at least for individuals) may be easier to infer with telemetry data. The scale and extents of our analyses were appropriate for mature females during winter and would likely be suitable for adult males—while some intermediate scale would likely be appropriate for recently weaned animals.

We showed that a hypothesis-driven approach to defining habitat suitability is only limited by the existing level of knowledge, and that developing and testing hypothesized ecological mechanisms results in transparent predictions that are accessible to managers and stakeholders. Further, the skewness test (Skadj) we propose provides a means of comparing the relative performance of different habitat representations without resorting to often unsatisfactory ways of modelling the underlying effort. All told, it is a suitable means of comparing the results of predictive models, independently of how they were derived. When applied to Steller sea lions, our analysis shows that the currently designated CH can be significantly improved. Our results show that explicitly stating a priori hypotheses about the relationships between species distributions and physical and biological factors, and subsequently validating the resulting predictions, moves conservation biology and resource management closer to understanding ecosystem function, and places the debate of delineating habitat where it should be—on the state of available knowledge and how the animals are believed to be distributed.
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